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IAB CONFERENCE 2008

FOREWORD
by Ruud Lubbers, Chairman of the International Advisory Board Rotterdam

PROSPERITY IS ACCESSIBLE FOR ALL ROTTERDAMMERS!
This year the 4th conference of the International Advisory Board (IAB) Rotterdam took place,
it was the 2nd that I had the honour to chair. Again, I was struck by the knowledge and experience, but also by the enormous energy and enthusiasm that the varied IAB-members
(all officials from the top of the international business community, government, politics and
science) bring to Rotterdam from their place in the world. By doing this, they open our eyes
and give new input to matters that are crucial to (the development and strengthening of)
our economy.
“Stop being modest, start being proud of the 169 different cultures Rotterdam has”, was one
of these eye-openers. And indeed: while having the eagerness to become a leading intercultural city in Europe, Rotterdam should focus on building trust between all citizens that Rotterdam hosts and create an economic dream for all of them.
The second conference theme was accessibility of port and harbour. On this issue the IAB-members conclude that this can only be realized by taking non-traditional and innovative measures
and that Rotterdam should take the lead. “Don’t wait for the national government”, was an
important warning.
As a result of the recommendations of the IAB-conference 2006, Rotterdam has become a
frontrunner in the increase of the production of CO2-free energy. On the third conference theme,
Water, the IAB members suggest therefore that Rotterdam should also become leading in
the development of a climate change adaptation strategy.
Rotterdam has always been a smart city and again proves to be smart by the full utilization
of the IAB-knowledge. This knowledge puts Rotterdam’s plans and intentions into a global
framework and highlights opportunities and best practices that can contribute to a strong and
successful economy for Rotterdam. We wish Rotterdam City Council success in implementing
the fresh insights that the IAB has brought up again!

Ruud Lubbers
Chairman of the International Advisory Board Rotterdam
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1. MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL
ADVISORY BOARD ROTTERDAM
Mr. R.F.M. (Ruud) Lubbers
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Mr. S. (Sander) de Iongh
Secretary General
Mr. R. (Rein) Willems
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Mr. C.J. (Kees) van der Graaf
President Unilever Europe NV
Ms. W.F. (Wai Fong) Foong
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Mr. T. (Tex) Gunning
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2. INTRODUCTION
The International Advisory Board (IAB) was established in 2003 at the request of the Municipal
Executive of Rotterdam. The IAB is part of the Economic Development Board Rotterdam, which
was established at the same time. Both the IAB and the EDBR were formed in order to give
drive, direction and impetus to the execution and implementation of the Economic Vision 2020
which was formulated by the EDBR in 2004 as a framework for the economic development of
Rotterdam in the next 15 to 20 years. The IAB is the international equivalent of the EDBR, where
the IAB brings an international perspective to the drawing board.
Presented in this report is a comprehensive overview of the experiences, opinions and recommendations made by the members of the International Advisory Board Rotterdam on
their fourth annual visit to the city of Rotterdam between 17 and 19 October 2007.
In the run up to the conference in October discussions were held between the Municipal
Executive, the EDBR and IAB and it was decided to focus on three themes: New Cooperation
Models, Rotterdam as Leading Intercultural City and Water. As the discussions progressed it
became clear that Rotterdam is most in need of concrete advice concerning the solution of a
problem that is a matter of exigency to the city: Accessibility. It is more important for the city
to focus on this specific issue than to discuss the broader theme of New Cooperation Models
in general. It was therefore decided to move from the broader issue of New Cooperation
Models to the issue of Accessibility, and to also address the two themes of Water and Leading
Intercultural City.
During the three days of the conference the members visited projects and examples of areas
under development at present; they spoke with leading experts in the three fields and sought
to understand the underlying problems and obstacles. Input was given by several members
of society that held an interest in these three themes. From this process the members formulated several recommendations for future developments concerning these three themes
and presented these recommendations to the mayor and aldermen on the last day of the
conference. In this report you will find the presentation of the complete recommendations
of these three themes.
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Mr. Pieter Winsemius

3. IAB CONFERENCE PROGRAMME 2007

“ECONOMIC AND INFRASTRUCTURAL
DEVELOPMENT SHOULD GO HAND IN HAND.”

WEDNESDAY, 17 OCTOBER 2007
AFTERNOON
In the afternoon a meeting took place between the Mayor of Rotterdam, Mr. Ivo Opstelten
and this year’s new members of the International Advisory board. The mayor welcomed the
new members to the board and handed them their official appointment.
At the same time, some of the returning IAB members went on a learning journey: a chance
to see different aspects of Rotterdam and to get to know the city even better. For instance,
Ms. Wai Fong Foong visited the Maeslantkering, to learn of how the Netherlands and Rotterdam defend themselves against the threat of flooding.
After that an internal meeting between all the IAB members took place in preparation of
the actual conference at the Boijmans van Beuningen Museum. At this preparatory meeting
the three themes were discussed further by the members in order to give more focus and
direction to the conference.

EVENING
The opening dinner took place at the beautiful location of the Jachtclub de Hillegersberg at
the Bergse Plassen in Hillegersberg. Present at the dinner were all the members of the IAB,
the Mayor of Rotterdam, Mr. Ivo Opstelten and Mr. Mark Harbers, Alderman for Economic Affairs
for Rotterdam. At the dinner Mr. Ruud Lubbers delivered his opening speech where he looked
forward to the conference and the themes to be discussed this year. After that Mr. Opstelten
delivered a speech welcoming all the members and stating he looked forward to the IAB’s
recommendations for this year.

THURSDAY, 18 OCTOBER 2007
MORNING
Thursday started early for the members of the IAB and a number of guests for the day, with a
special breakfast at the La Ruche Restaurant of the Bijenkorf. The IAB members and the guests
were seated at so called ‘theme tables’: Water, Leading Intercultural City and New Cooperation
Models/Accessibility. At each table one of the themes was being introduced with more in depth
detail by one or more experts. After breakfast, the IAB members, the experts and the other
guests visited six specifically selected projects in Rotterdam to get more background information and more insight into the three chosen themes.
One group visited the building site at the Central Station to see how the area will look and
develop in the future and discuss the issue of accessibility.
A second group visited the new healthcare boulevard which is currently being built on the south
side of Rotterdam near the train station of Lombardije. Again the twin issues of accessibility
and new cooperation models were discussed in light of this new development.
A third group visited the Civil Engineering and GEO Sciences Department of the Technical
University Delft where they met with academics from both the Technical University and the
Erasmus University Rotterdam. Both Universities work together extensively in sharing their
knowledge on water management, both from a technical aspect as well as from a business
aspect.
The fourth group visited the waterfront development “Müllerpier” and several canal developments in Rotterdam, in order to learn about how the city of Rotterdam manages a – potential
– surplus of water by incorporating water basins and canals with overflow capacity in the city
as a desirable feature within a residential environment.
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The fifth group visited Delfshaven and the World Music and Dance Centre, as a background
to the theme of Leading Intercultural City. They were given a performance by Gil Semedo,
a leading Cape Verdian performer of Cabo-Pop.
Finally, the sixth group visited “West 8”, an international company of architects, who employ
talented people from all over the world and that way import inspiration and wonderful new
ideas for the new architectural projects of Rotterdam and beyond.

AFTERNOON
After these learning journeys, the six groups reassembled at restaurant OBBA on the south
side of the city, where they enjoyed a Mediterranean lunch with a beautiful, sunny view of
the water, skyline and a large cruise ship docked at the international cruise terminal. It was
a great picture of what Rotterdam has to offer.
After lunch the members of the IAB gathered for a semi-public meeting where each member
reported back on their learning journeys and their findings from that morning. The experts and
guests who were present as an audience at this meeting had the chance to introduce written
comments to the IAB members. During this meeting the first tentative recommendations of
the IAB on the three chosen themes were formed.
At the end of the afternoon, the IAB members moved to a conference room at the Park Hotel
to have an internal meeting, where the tentative recommendations were discussed further
and then finalised for presentation to the Municipal Executive.

EVENING
On Thursday evening the Mayor, Alderman Harbers and the members of the IAB hosted a dinner at the Laurenskerk in the centre of the city. The guests were invited because they have a
special connection to the city and to the themes of this three-day conference. The evening
ended at around 11:00 pm, when the IAB members returned to their hotel.
As IAB members are asked to give their input for a maximum of three times, this means that
each year, we have to say goodbye to some of our members. Mr. Lubbers bade a warm farewell to IAB members Ms. Wai Fong Foong, Mr. Rein Willems and Mr. Kees van der Graaf, who
attended this year’s IAB conference for the third and therefore last time. These three valued
members were profoundly thanked for their tireless and enthusiastic efforts for the city, their
words of wisdom and the donation of their valuable time. They have now graduated from the
IAB to become alumni members and will thus always be connected to the city of Rotterdam.

FRIDAY, 19 OCTOBER 2007
MORNING
First order of business was for the IAB members to present their recommendations to the
Municipal Executive at City Hall. Mr. Lubbers introduced the IAB’s findings to the Mayor. After
that the IAB members had discussions with all the Aldermen in smaller groups to start on the
practicalities and implementation advice of the recommendations. The mayor and Aldermen
gave their first response to the IAB’s recommendations in a plenary session, stating they would
certainly take the IAB’s advice to heart and start working on the realisation of the recommendations.

AFTERNOON
In the afternoon, a group of nearly 200 people gathered at the Doelen Conference Centre for
a public conference. After a welcoming and introductory speech by Chairman Mr. Lubbers, the
IAB members presented their recommendations to the audience. New IAB member Farid
Ahmed also held a presentation on the rapid and amazing development of Dubai in the last
25 years, as an example of how things are done in Dubai. Then the conference split up into
three groups; and the attendees were asked to give their responses and input to the IAB’s
recommendations. The attendees to the public conference were all people who have a strong
professional connection to the development of Rotterdam. Each group then reported their
findings back to the conference in a plenary session. After that IAB member Ms. Wai Fong
Foong gave a presentation on how development is handled in China and gave several staggering examples. (For example, in the last year 800.000 kilometres of highway have been built
in China and 2000 new buildings were built in Shanghai).
The conference ended with a get-together and drinks reception at De Doelen, where all participants had the chance to exchange more ideas on the subjects that had been presented.
P.15

4. RECOMMENDATIONS
NEW COOPERATION MODELS/
ACCESSIBILITY
The recommendations were based on input from various different sources. Firstly, on each of
the three themes, several specialists in these fields wrote background reports on the past,
present and future situations for Rotterdam. The IAB members were sent these reports prior to
the conference in order to prepare themselves. Secondly, the IAB members made fact finding
visits to several areas and projects in the city on Thursday morning, accompanied by specialists in these three subjects. Thirdly, invited guests were asked for their input to the members
at meeting on Thursday afternoon, the dinner on Thursday evening and the public conference
on Friday afternoon.
The IAB members used all of this input and information to form their conclusions and make
their final recommendations to the Municipal Executive.

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Like so many other cities, Rotterdam operates in a complex and competitive international
environment. The challenge for the city is to be - or to remain - attractive for citizens, companies, visitors and investors, who continue to make ever greater demands regarding their
quality of life and environment. This means that urban competitiveness does not only get
defined in economic growth, but also in guarding and improving social participation and the
living environment.
The city can become more attractive by making optimal use of its stronger features, such as
its strategic waterside location and the presence of a number of strong economic sectors (for
example the port and industrial sectors, the medical sector and the creative industry).
Moreover, Rotterdam can make better use of its economic opportunities when public and private companies improve their cooperation in the development of new initiatives. The EDBR is
itself an example of how public-private cooperation can lead to greater insights and hopefully
quicker solutions.
During the preparation of the 2007 IAB conference it appeared that Rotterdam is most in need
of concrete advice concerning the solution of a problem that is a matter of exigency to the city:
accessibility. It is more important for the city to focus on this specific issue than to discuss
the broader theme of new cooperation models in general.
Mobility and accessibility are of the utmost importance to the economy of Rotterdam. It is for
this reason that the IAB was asked to address this particular important issue within the broader theme of New Cooperation Models.

4.2 SETTING THE SCENE
Below follows an overview of ideas, comments and remarks made by IAB members, the
theme specialists and the various guests, in order to give an impression of how the dissemination of these ideas, remarks and comments have lead to the final recommendations made
by the IAB in 2007.
“The urgency for a project like Maasvlakte 2 is not recognised sufficiently. If, for
instance, we had agreed to organise the World Olympic Games, everything would
already have been organised and put in place to ensure perfect accessibility. We
need that same type of urgency to realise the accessibility of Maasvlakte 2. If you
translate urgency into economic value, then what would be the cost of not being
accessible? How much would an intervention save?”
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“Rotterdam focuses too much on the city itself. For the issue of accessibility you
need to take the entire region into consideration. Where, in the current development plans, is the city region? When discussing a ring road around the city, one
should consider putting in a ring road around the entire Randstad, in order to
have enough traffic to actually make such a ring road viable”.

4.4 REACTIONS FROM THE MUNICIPAL EXECUTIVE

“Rotterdam’s central station should get a possibility for airline passengers to
check in - with their luggage - for the airports in Amsterdam, Rotterdam and
Brussels. There should also be more hotels established around the central station area.”

Knowledge and expertise in this field will have to be reinforced within the city development
corporation, in order to be able to give the right support to a traffic management authority.
Infrastructural and spatial development must be approached in an integral way by all parties
involved. Rotterdam must take the lead in realising this.

“The public transportation companies need to have clear instructions in English
on the use of the OV-Chipkaart and the zoning system, as well as clear signposting in English, as the public transport system is very difficult for foreign visitors
to use at the moment.”

It should be possible to achieve optimal accessibility for traffic in the city and the port via the
use of a traffic management authority. Both the port and the airport use a traffic management
system and this works extremely well. Only road traffic isn’t managed in the same way. It is
proposed to establish a traffic management company which has the city of Rotterdam, the Port
Authority and the National Directorate for Public Works and Water Management as shareholders.

The Mayor and Aldermen support the conclusions made. Rotterdam will have to take infrastructural accessibility into account long before any plans for city (re-)development can be
designed. Before any (re-)development plan is undertaken, the city will have to make firm
agreements with the development corporations about the infrastructural accessibility.

“More should be done to develop city distribution links across the water.”
“The network for passenger transport across the water needs to be much denser.
Also, the prices for passenger transport across the water need to be lowered,
from taxi tariffs to regular public transport tariffs.”

4.3 MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS
A good accessibility (of port and city) can only be realized by taking non-traditional and
innovative measures.

ROTTERDAM SHOULD TAKE THE LEAD Rotterdam should take the lead in completely
rethinking the greater Rotterdam infrastructure in the perspective of accessibility of port and
city but moreover in the broader perspective of long-term economic, social and physical development (including location of business-parks). Part of this would be that a real périphérique
is created so that north-south traffic, east-west traffic and traffic with destination Rotterdam
are separated.
THE ACCESSIBILITY OF THE PORT Since accessibility is of utmost importance for the economy of Rotterdam in general and the port specifically and considering that the national
government cannot act fast enough, Rotterdam and the Port Authority should have the possibility to take the lead with:
The business case of a Traffic Management Company - a joint venture of the National
government, the City of Rotterdam and the Port Authority - should be explored.
In case of substantial new investments or enlargements of companies within the portarea,
modal-split agreements for inter-modal transportation (of people and freight) are needed.
Development of proposals for the necessary infrastructure and co-financing of this infrastructure in a public-private partnership.
The realisation of a Container Transfer Hub, because it reduces the number of movements
of containers on the road in the port-area and thus contributes to our environmental targets.

•
•
•
•

ACCESSIBILITY BY AIR Since Rotterdam Airport is of crucial importance to the regional
economy and the attractiveness for international companies it is of utmost importance that
Rotterdam Airport can further develop as a business-airport. It is important that a plan is drawn
up as soon as possible outlining exactly what is needed to make this happen.

TRANSPORT OVER WATER Transport via water should be brought to a much higher level.
On the one hand to solve actual congestion-problems of traffic in and around Rotterdam but
also to strengthen the image and the economic activity of the Rotterdam waterfront as well
as to strengthen the tourist attractiveness of the city (see also the recommendations on the
theme of Water).
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Alderman Jantine Kriens reports that Alderman Jeannette Baljeu is working on a plan to create
a ‘traffic director’. This idea could be expanded further into a full traffic management authority.
Jeannette Baljeu has already had discussions with Minister Eurlings. She will also have discussions with the National Directorate for Public Works and Water Management concerning this
plan in the near future.
The Aldermen agree that passengers arriving at Rotterdam Airport must be able to board the
HSL train directly at the airport. A business plan needs to be written for the realisation of a
“Business Airport Holland”. There must be more connections to other European cities, and a
public transport airport shuttle” should be exactly that: a shuttle to the airport, not a local bus
service that criss-crosses the whole city and stops every few hundred yards. In order to connect Rotterdam Airport to the HSL Rail Link, the terminal needs to be turned around on its axis.

Ms. Wai Fong Foong

“THE ‘ROTTERDAM EXPERIENCE’ SHOULD BE
UNIQUE AND MUCH MORE THAN THE SUM OF

5. RECOMMENDATIONS
LEADING INTERCULTURAL CITY

THE CULTURES PRESENT HERE.”
ROTTERDAM: FROM MULTICULTURAL TO INTERCULTURAL CITY
5.1 INTRODUCTION
At the end of the IAB Conference 2006, the members of the IAB recommended the Municipal
Executive to transform Rotterdam into the Leading Intercultural City. In order to make this
recommendation achievable, the theme has been elaborated and placed on the agenda for
2007.
Rotterdam is experiencing economic growth. At the same time, the level of education and
employment opportunities are falling behind developments in other major cities. These problems are concentrated in specific districts. The current Municipal Executive has set a different
course than the previous Executive; the accent has shifted from the need to adapt to the
Netherlands to accommodating the individual traits of the various ethnocultural population
groups, although the debate on this topic has not yet run its course.
Through local enterprise, ethno-cultural individuality leads to revitalisation of impoverished
neighbourhoods. As a result, they also attract visitors, bringing even more economic benefits.
In addition, there is a strong demand for intercultural diversity among the so-called creative
class, which is needed for a city’s economic prosperity. Although increased diversity initially
leads to loss of social capital, this can be overcome by the creation of a new, broader sense
of community, for which tolerance of differences is the prime condition.
An intercultural city is characterised by intercultural diversity, growth capital and inclusive
pragmatism. From these three characteristics, several issues have been derived. Should Rotterdam search for a new icon that will bind its citizens? How should Rotterdam link its industrial
port activities with the growing medical and creative sector? What role do conceptualization
and role models play in this linkage? And finally, how can businesses, naturally concerned
about their own interests, be stimulated to undertake intercultural enterprises?
The answers lead to accents that the Municipal Executive can place in order to realise Rotterdam’s
ambition to become the Leading Intercultural City. It is obvious that interculturalism is of
great economic importance and that simply raising awareness of this is a key challenge.

5.2 SETTING THE SCENE
Below are some examples of comments made by IAB members, experts and guests to the
conference that have lead to the formation of the final recommendations by the IAB to the
Municipal Executive.
“The number of people per square meter needs to be lowered. The city is
becoming too densely populated. The city chooses too often to put up high rise
buildings and skyscrapers - and therefore an increase in number of people per
square meter - and does not pay enough attention to low-level housing, which
will allow for each house having some green space around it.”
“The type of building construction in the city determines who wants to live there,
how people live, how and where people interact and how and where they can
participate in activities. Therefore, all activities need to be planned to be located
within the city and not just on the edges of the suburbs. This will make the city
more attractive as a place to live. Those things that are already present in the
city need to be better utilized and the marketing of it needs to be more energetic. Both to the citizens and to the rest of the world.”
“Successful people need to be retained in the city. They have the ways and the
means for the city to be attractive. For them it is possible to build the nice and
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spacious green neighbourhoods. You need to make sure that companies (for
instance those to be established on the “Knowledge Boulevard”) are attracted
to the city and make sure that the employees do not need to and do not want
to move to outlying municipalities.”
“It is important for the city to be able to attract knowledge migrants from countries outside the EU. At the moment this is difficult and sometimes impossible
because of visa regulations that make it impossible for these people to come
and work here. Not being able to attract the right knowledge workers means
that Dutch companies lose out on international orders, chances for innovation
and technological advancement. How much money do Dutch companies loose
because of this problem? The city needs to work at putting pressure on the system in order to change the rules.”
“As leading intercultural city you need to prove that you attract international
talent.”
“Rotterdam must have the courage to facilitate! This means that the city must
give room to some entrepreneurs to try things out instead of making them stick
to existing rules and regulations and permit systems that hamper certain initiatives. Establishment of a “free zone” would be an option.”
“In order to be a leading intercultural city, the inhabitants need to see each other
as human beings first (not as director, politician, ethnic minority, etc.). It is about
the human value that we must find and appreciate in each other and which forms
the basis of our encounters.”
“All the different aspects of Rotterdam should be made more obvious and more
accessible. Develop a marketing and communications strategy to focus on the
intercultural aspects of Rotterdam. Schools should have an important role in pulling this initiative. Also, use icons in the city to act as shining examples (magnets and diamonds)”.
“The Rotterdam Experience should be a Public Private Partnership (PPP) and be
developed bottom up.”
“Make Rotterdam a more attractive place for successful people to stay (live, work,
create, grow). Don’t focus on the drop-outs.”
“Being proficient in Dutch is necessary in order to participate at a local level;
in sports, school, work, and social activities with each other. Being proficient in
English is necessary for the participation at an international level. For the leading
intercultural city, proficiency in English is a good alternative to proficiency in Dutch.”
“Ask the boroughs to nominate shining examples or icons from their community
who can act as examples of success for their neighbourhood and community.”
“The rising middle classes (mostly immigrant entrepreneurs) must be retained
for Rotterdam by ensuring substantial investment in developing urban single
storey housing.”
“The Municipal Executive and the central government must exploit the possibilities to attract knowledge migrants to the Netherlands/Rotterdam to safeguard
our economic interests.”
“Enthusiastic small and medium enterprises in Rotterdam must get the physical
space to expand and invest in the physical growth of their companies.”
“Sign neighbourhood covenants/agreements with corporations, entrepreneurs,
citizens and schools in each neighbourhood. These agreements should not be
seen as voluntary, but as results driven. The developments per neighbourhood
should be monitored through, for instance, an annual awards ceremony.”
P.22

“Put a heavy emphasis on the participation of (immigrant) women. Join the
initiative of the Zonta Conference (a conference of 5000 international women
leaders to take place in Rotterdam in 2008). Encourage the bestowing of Royal
Honours (Lintjes) to volunteers that have made a difference in creating an inclusive society.”

5.3 MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS
BUILD COMMUNITIES Take neighbourhoods, work, sports and schools as starting points to
create rich, human experiences.

DEVELOP AND SUPPORT REAL ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES BY ETHNIC MINORITIES
Create an economic dream for everybody. Start by having communities select women rolemodels to train in entrepreneurship and cascade the effect by having these women train
additional women, etc. Support the idea of ‘passing of fire’ to create new expertise and new
opportunities. The huge potential of young ambitious female students at the Rotterdam Colleges
of Higher Education could play an important role in this. Do not focus on differences, but
focus on a shared economic dream and future.

ROTTERDAM SHOULD FOCUS ON BUILDING TRUST Rotterdam should tell the world that
they are proud of the fact that Rotterdam hosts people from 169 different cultures. A solid
program for the city to work on this relationship should be launched as soon as possible. It is
much easier to deal with interculturalism at city level, than at a national level. Within the city
it has to be promoted neighbourhood by neighbourhood (‘wijk bij wijk’). Important is that such
programs (covenants) do not focus on today’s problems/differences (people have to learn to
view each other differently) but focuses instead on creating a common (economic) future.
MAGNETS Ask each of the 11 boroughs (‘deelgemeentes’) which initiatives or characteristics
make them unique in the Rotterdam Experience and select 5 of these initiatives or characteristics that will really be the magnet to attract positive attention to Rotterdam. Market these
5 ‘magnets’ as essential parts of the Rotterdam brand. The ‘Rotterdam experience’ should be
unique and much more than the sum of the cultures present here.
KNOWLEDGE OF DUTCH IS IMPORTANT For people to build up relationships and to
participate (in work, sports, neighbourhoods, etc.) they need to be able to communicate in
a common language. The IAB encourages the continued teaching of Dutch to enable access
and participation.
DECORATIONS The IAB recommends the mayor to promote and make visible societal efforts
of ethnic minorities and for the mayor to look into the possibilities to accelerate the bestowing
of Royal Honours to people from the ethnic minority communities, who have made a real
difference in making diversity a social, cultural and economic success.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS
WATER
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Water has always played a key role in the economic and spatial development of Rotterdam,
and will continue to do so. Its riverside location near the sea has brought the city prosperity
and the city accommodates one of the largest ports in the world. However, Rotterdam is more
than a port city; it is a place to live, to work and to recreate. In all these functions, water can
play a role, not only as an enabler and an opportunity, but also as a potential obstacle and
threat. Climate changes are asking for new adaptive water management strategies. The Dutch
government is preparing a large programme to make the Dutch climate healthier. An important city like Rotterdam should take up the challenge to find synergy in implementing an
adaptive strategy on water and seizing the economic opportunities.
The IAB advised the city of Rotterdam in 2006 to further investigate the potential of water
as a carrier of economic development and cooperation:
can be an extra economic cluster. It can consist of a centre of excellence of water:
• “Water
floating techniques, damming, housing on water, water recreation and waterfront develop-

•

ments. Rotterdam should release the port authority grounds (Stadshavens) for these developments.”
“Rotterdam should also attract all Dutch knowledge on water. Water is the new oil. And the
Dutch are the global experts on the subject of water. Use Rotterdam’s position to develop
this asset.”

The main question is how to evolve from this asset, particularly in view of the city’s strategy
on energy and CO2, as adopted following the IAB’s recommendations in 2006. The challenge
for Rotterdam is to make the city a laboratory for the creation of a healthy urban climate
with water as a focal point and to create economic opportunities along the way.

6.2 SETTING THE SCENE
“The IAB welcomes the Municipal Executive’s action taken on putting together
the Rotterdam “Waterplan”, which describes the strategy of climate change
adaptation to manage the municipality’s spatial development. Especially the way
Rotterdam will use its need for water storage to create a new and attractive
quality in residential areas is of utmost importance for the (economic) development,”
“Climate change drives water challenges: the adaptive strategy must contain
that urban development projects need to be “future proof” in order to be flexible
about solutions to water threat.”
“Rotterdam has the potential to be a city of water. Make it happen and make
it quick: put speed on the development of green roofs, water squares, floating
buildings and water transport. Especially green roofs and water squares are
simple to execute. When we are back next year the IAB want to be able to visit
the result of two or three of these projects put into practice.”
“Use the social responsibility of companies that have their office adjacent to a
square to (co-)finance water squares.”
“Make a point of showing investors that the waterfront development in Rotterdam
is and will be safe.”
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“Focus on the unused waterfront. If you want successful people to stay, then start
developing the waterfront into an attractive living space.”
“There is a broad competence on the water management issue in the Rotterdam region, and there is a benefit economically: Water management is a
magnet for Rotterdam, next to the existing magnet the Port already is. It could
attract students and companies from all over the world.”
“We should export our knowledge and find ways to capitalize on this. We need
waterfront development and we need to intensify transport across water. We
also need more water areas in the city. We need to organise ourselves in the
global challenge of adaptation.”
“Rotterdam can take the front runner role in delta technology and delta design.
As we look at the threats and opportunities Rotterdam faces, the scientific
world is happy to work with us. Together we should develop, show and export
our knowledge and find ways to capitalize on this. We need to organise ourselves in the global challenge of adaptation.”

6.3 MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS
Rotterdam should be a frontrunner in the climate change adaptation strategy:
There is a real economic opportunity to take a leadership role for Rotterdam as a frontrunner
in the adaptation strategy for water. The Rotterdam metropolitan area boasts an enormous
knowledge regarding different technologies on water. This knowledge has been built up
over a longer period of time within knowledge institutions (Erasmus University, Technical
University Delft, Institutions for higher vocational education, TNO) and within many companies and other institutions settled in the Rotterdam metropolitan area. Rotterdam, together
with the new Delta-Institute, located in Delft should stimulate further research, stimulate
further cooperation between the different partners and promote and market this knowledge
as an exportable asset in the world.
In large parts of the world the problem isn’t an excess of water but a shortage of water. The
experts available within our metropolitan area have the knowledge and expertise to alleviate
drought and hunger issues. Also, our expertise on curtailing the threat of water (Delta Technology and harnessing water) is knowledge that we need to make available internationally.
We have a social obligation to share our knowledge in making areas more secure for people
to live in.
We need to bundle the skills, expertise, knowledge on processes, knowledge on technology
and research/innovation to achieve these goals

ROTTERDAM AS A GREEN CITY WHICH INCORPORATES WATER (STORAGE) AS AN
ASSET Rotterdam should set an example to the world in turning the threat of increased rainfall and the need for more storage capacity for water into a distinguished advantage by creating (or even restoring) more water areas in the city (ponds, canals, etc.) and thus create a
green city in which we can offer the highest possible quality of life.

GREEN ROOFS To add further to the changing image (from dirty port-city to green city with
a smart and climate-friendly port); Rotterdam really should be front-runner in creating greenroofs. These green roofs may also be used for urban agriculture, which can be combined with
cultural activities, when neighbourhoods share their crops from their urban farms. When the
IAB returns next year they want to see at least one initiative from each of the two suggestions
(increased water storage facilities within the city and green roofs) realised.

DEVELOPING THE ROTTERDAM WATERFRONT Rotterdam should speed up the process
and really do more to invest (or even involve more foreign investors) in the development of
its waterfront. The waterfront has enormous potential, of which Rotterdam makes far too little
use. More housing on the waterfront is important but also green spaces on the waterfront
and the creation of a (cultural or tourist) landmark. The waterfront should also be used in

such a way that it connects the city to its history as a port-city. There are some initiatives being
developed already, but the IAB feels this process needs to be speeded up. There should be
an integrative strategy for the entire waterfront incorporating all suggestions - housing,
recreation, cultural and social gathering place, tourist attraction - which should be put in
place with more urgency.

TRANSPORT OVER WATER Public transport via water should be brought to a much higher
level and be intensified. On the one hand to solve actual congestion-problems of traffic in and
around Rotterdam (passenger transport) but also to strengthen the image and the economic
activity of the Rotterdam waterfront as well as the tourist attractiveness of the city. (See also
the recommendations on the theme accessibility)
6.4 REACTIONS FROM THE MUNICIPAL EXECUTIVE
The Aldermen are of the opinion that for the next four years the waterfront development
must be connected to existing processes and opportunities. There are many opportunities
for the taking. For instance, the development of the quay-side between the Erasmusbrug
and the Veerhaven and the north quay of the Noordereiland.
Rotterdam definitely plans to follow up on the recommendations made on the water theme,
and fortunately it is not necessary to start from scratch:
The Rotterdam Waterplan is an example of cooperation between the city and the water
boards on the issue of adaptation; and on the matter of implementation Rotterdam cooperates with the knowledge institutes
The development of the first new floating office building in Rotterdam has recently started;
The location research for water squares is in progress;
The city plans to start a competition on the best green roof of the year.

•
•
•
•

IAB CONFERENCE 2008
In 2008 the IAB will celebrate its first lustrum. For this reason the alumni IAB members will
be re-invited to our city. This is the time not only for a celebration, but also for a critical look
at ourselves.
For next year’s conference one of the programme themes will be an evaluation of the various
different recommendations that have been made by visiting IAB members in the previous
five years. A profound look will be taken into how the various recommendations have panned
out, what has been achieved and what does still need to be achieved?
The IAB conference will take place from 29 until 31 October 2008.
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